Thank you for purchasing a BlackDog Concealment
Tactical Flashlight Carrier
We designed this light carrier to be ambidextrous when worn on the belt. It can be worn
on either side of the body. It can also be attached to all of our OWB holsters and OWB
mag carriers.

How to Mount the Light Carrier onto a mag carrier or compact holster
(with 4 vertical holes) which use P-style belt loops
Remove the P-style belt loop on the side of the mag carrier or holster where you want the
light carrier attached (you will not reuse the 8/32 X 1/4-inch screws that you removed
from the mag carrier or holster).
Next, unscrew the longer 8/32 x 3/8-inch screws from the light carrier and remove the
belt loop and white nylon spacers from the light carrier and discard the belt loop and
white nylon spacers (you will reuse the longer screws).
Now, using the P-style belt loop that came with your holster/mag carrier, attach the light
carrier using the longer 8/32 x 3/8-inch screws that came with the light carrier. The light
carrier should always be mounted on the outside of the mag carrier/holster.

How to Mount the Light Carrier onto a full-size holster
(with 5 vertical holes) which uses standard belt loops
On the light carrier, remove the belt loop and white nylon spacers (the belt loop and
white nylon spacers can be discarded). You will be using the two longer screws that
came with the carrier to attach the carrier to the holster.
On the holster, remove the bottom screw from the belt loop on the side you wish to attach
the light carrier. The light carrier should always be mounted on the outside of the holster.
Loosen the top screw so that the belt loop can be rotated.
Next put one of the threaded posts that came with the light carrier into the second hole
from the top on the holster. Next rotate the belt loop back into position and tighten the
top screw. This will trap the post. Using the longer screw that came with the light
carrier, thread it into the trapped post.
Install a second post into the bottom hole of the belt loop, and using the second longer
screw that came with the light carrier, attach the bottom of the light carrier to the bottom
of the belt loop.

I know these instructions are as clear as mud, so if you have any questions, please email
us at blackdogconcealment@gmail.com or call at 717-786-8229.

